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Mechanical engineering, as its name suggests, deals with the mechanics of operation of mechanical systems. This is the branch of engineering which includes design, manufacturing, analysis and maintenance of mechanical systems. It combines engineering physics and mathematics principles with material science to design, analyse, manufacture and maintain mechanical systems. This book covers the field requires an understanding of core
areas including thermodynamics, material science, manufacturing, energy conversion systems, power transmission systems and mechanisms. This book includes basic knowledge of various mechanical systems used in day to day life. My hope is that this book, through its careful explanations of concepts, practical examples and figures bridges the gap between knowledge and proper application of that knowledge.
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This text book focuses on helping the students to develop skills in all the four dimensions of communication, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing. While maintaining a practice-oriented approach, the book also provides a comprehensive review of the principles of technical communication. Simple presentation, step-by-step discussion, use of examples, and the practice modules will help students in mastering the subject.
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In response to the increasing significance attached to supply chain management in both academic and professional areas, this text intends to build a bridge and highlight the relationship between various disciplines of SCM like demand planning, manufacturing planning, logistics planning, analytical IT management, global e-biz modeling, perfor-mance benchmarking etc. Primarily intended to address the typical and general syllabus requirements of
postgraduate management programmes, and undergraduate and postgraduate engineering programmes, this book also caters to the needs of the industry professionals in the supply chain domain.
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For courses in managerial economics, this textbook, now in its third edition, is specifically designed for the students of management, commerce and economics to provide them with a thorough understanding of economic concepts and methodologies and the economic environment influencing managerial decisions. The book first lays a sound theoretical foundation of basic concepts, defi-nitions, and methodologies of economics, being an essential prerequisite
for students to understand the theory of managerial economics. All the basic principles are introduced with mathematical complexity kept to minimum—essentials of applied mathematics needed for comprehending the under-lying ideas of models and theories of economics are covered. The book then moves on to systematically enumerates the various tools of analysis such as demand analysis, cost analysis, elasticity of demand, production analysis and price
theory, and highlights their importance in managerial decision making through the concept-example format, wherein a concept discussed is immediately followed by a practical situation so that the reader can understand its application. The end-of-chapter questions reinforce a deeper understanding of the concepts introduced in the text. An exclusive chapter on linear programming emphasizes the importance of this mathematical tool in finding optimal
business solutions. The book concludes with an exhaustive introduction to macroeconomics, analyzing in depth the concepts of inflation, income, savings and investments, and growth and employment in Indian context. New to the Third Edition Revised and expanded coverage of evolution of economic thought, and basic economic terms. An enriched inclusion of demand forecasting techniques, and the Cobb-Douglas production function. An extensive illustration of
the commonly used pricing methods and market power. Value addition to the existing list of case studies to enhance students’ understanding of the theoretical concepts.
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The automobile industry is one of the largest industries in India as in many other countries. It plays a major role in the growth of economy in India. The industry comprises automobiles and auto component sectors, which encompass passenger cars, two-wheel
Seize the Opportunity, Open the Champagne is a collection of short anecdotes during the author’s work life, from the early 1970s till 2021, covering a wide variety of workplaces. Each story offers an insight of a management theory noted at the end that can be related to, making it useful in a different way. From Front-end to Leadership, there are many lessons that an aspiring individual can learn, with one common theme running from the beginning to end, that everybody and anybody can win. Even the stories from outside
contributors that find place in this book share the same worth. The inspiring quality never fails to impress even a casual reader who will find these 200 pages interesting, like a spread of Chinese, Mughlai and Indian regional delicacies in one platter, to be savored slowly, over a period of time, or all at one go. It’s their choice.
This magazines is a specialist motoring magazine, we have always catered to the enthusiast in you and brought an unadulterated view of the world of motoring. Sharp, sassy, clean, wittier and edgier than ever before. Drive it home today!
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Mukund and Chaddha spend their days comfortably ensconced in their cushy jobs, wallowing in regrets that make for good conversation. Mukund, in a fit of bravado. resigns to pursue his “calling”; the only hitch is that he doesn't know what it is yet! Chaddha is fired and seeks solace in shooting pigeons at point-blank range. Mukund's life spirals out of control when Colonel Harpal Singh, the housing society secretary, finds in him a reflection of his estranged son. Harpal places Mukund under “house arrest”, puts him on trial in a kangaroo court and coerces him to fight a ludicrous duel. Constantly under threat, and running
out of time and money, Mukund is about to go back to being a man with bad dandruff, a small car and even smaller dreams, when he meets Suman, a girl who, like him, is trying to figure out what life is all about. Blowfish is a fast, funny and irreverent take on the overhyped pursuit of passion in a country where flashy cars and posh bungalows remain the only lasting symbols of success and happiness.
This book provides a clear and concise text for beginners to get started with the python programming language in a simple and systematic way. Read this book to learn some basic concepts of python in an easy manner and apply them to solve 150+ programming problems included in the book. The most important thing about python is that it's open-source. Open-source licensing encourages innovation through collaboration. Without it, many of the technologies we take for granted today would never have developed or would be locked away behind patent law. The open-source movement is the reason that technology
has developed at such a breakneck pace for the past few decades. Every year/ session a lot of new features are added to the python programming language that makes it more modern and easier to achieve complex tasks. As soon as you complete the book and learned so much about programming in python, there is a hunger to learn more. The next step is jumping into "Data Structures and Algorithms" and cover topics like different sorting, searching, graph, tree, heaps based algorithms by using different new data structures like a stack, queue, binary tree, linked list, array etc. The syntax changes with each language
but the concept of the algorithm remains the same in almost every language.
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This book focuses on the small car segment of India's automotive industry to explain the emergence of lead markets. The authors contend that the current understanding of lead markets does not sufficiently explain the business practices that are born out of the intensified globalization of innovation. Lead markets are considered crucial for the global diffusion of new products and this book investigates whether sustainable lead markets can also emerge in developing economies, and if so, under which conditions. The authors
question the conventional wisdom and propose updates and extensions to the lead market theory to better reflect the changing ground realities on ground.
Chachi: is not a taxi. It is something that feels; and emotes . . . New Delhi: A melting pot. A crucible of people, cultures, lifestyles. Home to the politicians that lead this country. And to the taxiwallahs that more often than not charge a hundred per cent extra than the legitimate fare. U.P.: The badlands. Notorious for dacoits, land usurpation; and other misdeeds. This is the New Delhi and U.P that we travel through with the most lovable of all symbols associated with the city – the Ambassador car. Travails with Chachi is a ‘Neverbefore-Seen’ Delhi. It is a Delhi seen through the eyes of the Ambassador taxi – an ubiquitous symbol that for many decades defined Delhi. Plodding through Lutyens’ Delhi on a maximum speed of 40 kmph Chachi (the protagonist of this book) sees all; experiences all; and tells all. The taxi belches; makes offensive noises; and is a tell-tale. And so the characters that Chachi plys on her ample ‘back’seat – dhoti-clad paan-chewing portly politicians indulging in ‘suitcase politics; Ganesh brand beedi chain-smokers; the Nakli
Singh Yadavs who only want to induct people into politics – that is already home to bus conductors and convicted dacoits; the belan brandishing Bablu ki Ma; and Mehnath Singh – who is far removed from the name bestowed upon him by his parents that implies ‘hard work’. The lands that Chachi travels through is peppered with those that breathe and abuse concurrently; those that revel and live off name-dropping; the inventors of lyrical slogans - Tilak, tarazu, talwar aur ch****; sab ko maro joota chaar!; and those that make
a living - doing nothing. This is New Delhi. This is U.P. This is Chachi’s world.
‘There’s no business like the car business!’ Within months of its launch in late 1998, with every well-known global automobile brand jockeying for a foothold in a small-car market almost monopolized by Maruti Udyog Limited, Hyundai Motor India’s debut production, the Santro, emerged as a force to reckon with. The first car to be conceptualized and designed for – and then developed and manufactured in – India, the ‘Sunshine Car’ has, over a period of sixteen years, set the record for the quickest small car brand to go from
zero to one million units sold. It achieved profitability for Hyundai at an unprecedented speed and made an impressive global impact as a made-in-India automobile in markets as diverse as Algeria and Zimbabwe, Western Europe and North America. In Santro: The Car That Built a Company, BVR Subbu, who spearheaded much of the Santro’s success, reveals the hitherto untold story of how this small car made such a big impact. Vivid anecdotes detail the challenges of introducing a new product in a new market, the canny
business strategies that were employed to get the better of rival brands, the unforgettable marketing campaigns that made all the difference – and the thrills of the high-stakes power battles and everyday drama that characterize corporate India. By turns revelatory, insightful and delightfully engaging, this is a business story with a difference about a car like no other.
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Python is one of the most prominent programming languages with the rapid growth of applications in different domains like Machine Learning, Web Development, Automation etc. The syntax for python is quite easy from a programmer perspective but there is a ton of things to learn from this syntax. This book provides a clear and concise text for beginners to get started with the python programming language in a simple and systematic way. Read this book to learn some
basic concepts of python in an easy manner and apply them to solve 150+ programming problems included in the book. As soon as you complete the book and learned so much about programming in python, there is a hunger to learn more. The next step is jumping into "Data Structures and Algorithms" and cover topics like different sorting, searching, graph, tree, heaps based algorithms by using different new data structures like a stack, queue, binary tree, linked list, array
etc. The syntax changes with each language but the concept of the algorithm remains the same in almost every language.
“A lucid, insightful and at times provocative look at brands and marketing over the years . Simple, well written and immensely readable, this is a must read for all observers, students and practitioners of marketing.” Bharat Puri, Managing Director, Pidilite Industries. “Nimish was always a diligent and thoughtful student in my Strategic Marketing class at Jamnalal Bajaj. Am delighted that he has chosen to share contemporary insights and perspectives on marketing from his
two decade long career. Am sure this will be relevant for both practitioners and students of marketing and business.” Tarun Gupta, Faculty at Jamnalal Bajaj, Consultant & Marketing Veteran • From a marketing professional, practitioner and observer, this compendium will be useful for all students of marketing and practitioners.• Filled with concepts explained through real examples and cases, the book focuses on insights, interesting concepts and informative
observations.• Covers a vast spectrum of marketing subjects from branding concepts to unique media strategies to segmentation tothe power of measurement and metrics.
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The Institute Of Banking Personnel Selection (IBPS) is a recruitment body that was started with the aim to encourage the recruitment and placement of young graduates in public sector banks in India, other than the State Bank of India. The Institute of Banking Personnel Selection (IBPS), therefore conducts an exam by the name of IBPS RRB (Regional Rural bank) Scale 1 Officer to perform several tasks of the branch.
This ranges from day to day retail banking operations, loan, NPA recovery, audit report preparation, etc. IBPS RRB (Regional Rural Bank) offers enormous career growth for the candidates.
Business Essentials Series brings together the writings of seasoned business journalists. It focuses on the key issues faced by leaders and managers in their journey from management student to the corner office.In the current business environment, managers cannot be effective by knowing their piece of jigsaw. They need to know their jigsaw fits into the rest of the organisational and environmental ecology.Stratagem
provides a glimpse into the world of strategy. Articles on retail, brands, auto and consumer durables, services, corporate and trends, vividly describe management and implementation of strategy.Besides these, best practices, successes and failures make Stratagem a must read for managers and students.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the current marketing environment in India. It examines the changing dynamics of marketing management against the backdrop of globalization and liberalization, analysing how both marketers and consumers are adapting to radical changes. Insightful perspectives on key issues including market segmentation, brand strategy, product planning, advertising, pricing and
distribution strategies as well as challenges of rural marketing are given. This Fourth Edition boasts of incisive coverage of all contemporary concepts and formats of marketing, including retailing, Internet marketing and telemarketing. It is further enriched by varied case studies that are drawn from the Indian experience and will go a long way to inculcate skills of analysis, logical thinking and decision making
in students. Valuable not only to students and teachers of marketing management, the book is a must-have for practising managers who want to stay abreast with the latest developments in their field.
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The search for true love took them to the filthiest corner of their hearts. “They say it is difficult to understand women; on the contrary it is impossible to understand men.” – Trishna Rawat (A single mother, a seeker, a lover) “How could I ever fall for her?’ – Kabir Rawat (A successful Business magnate, a charmer, a lover) “The one that travel from your eyes and settles in your heart is far more beautiful than whose glimpse is forgotten the moment eyes turn away.’ – Vikram Mathur (A diehard romantic, a loner, a lover) “Truth is the best and the only way out of all your problems.” –
Khushi Rawat (An adolescent, a dreamer, a believer, a lover) As the lives of these four individuals are intertwined by the quirk of the destiny, they discover love in the most bizarre way. Ironic to her name, Khushi’s life has never been a bed of roses. She is busy devising a perfect plan to rekindle the lost romance between her divorced parents. (Trishna and Kabir) But after a decade of bitter separation and the pristine feeling of love entirely washed away by time, will Khushi be able to make it? Just as all the beans spilled in favour of Khushi, she has to deal with a major plan spoilerVikram Mathur – her mother’s latest boyfriend. To nip the mischief in the bud, Khushi begins to devise a perfect plan to throw Vikram out of their lives and this is the beginning of the catastrophe.
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